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I will be arguing that a primitive form of representation is naturally emergent in 

certain kinds of far-from-equilibrium dynamic systems-in particular, in 

agents-and that more complex forms of representation are constructable out of 

these primitive forms. If this is so, then interactive-agent focused-dynamic 

systems theory is the proper framework for the study of cognitive phenomena. 

Kinds of Dynamic Systems 
The first task is to outline the relevant kinds of dynamic systems. The kind that I 

am aiming toward is one that is called recursively self-maintenant systems. 

These are a special type of dissipative system, so that is where I begin. 

Dissipative systems are necessarily far-from-equilibrium. They are neces

sarily in interaction with an environment in order to maintain their 

far-from-equilibrium conditions: cessation of that maintenance will yield a sys

tem going to thermodynamic equilibrium and the far-from-equilibrium system 

will cease to exist. Chemicals being pumped into a chemical bath, for example, 

may yield very interesting interactions within that bath so long as the 

far-from-equilibrium conditions of the pumped influx is maintained (Nicolis 

1995; Nicolis & Prigogine 1977, 1989; Prigogine 1980). For another, the heat 

under a pan of water can yield the emergence of Benard cells of boiling turbu

lence in the water, which will cease if the temperature differential between the 

bottom and top of the liquid is not maintained. 

Some dissipative systems help maintain the conditions that are essential to 

their own existence. These are called self-maintenant (Bickhard 1993). A candle 

flame is a simple example. The flame maintains above combustion threshold 

temperature, vaporizes wax into fuel, and, in standard gravity and atmospheric 

conditions, creates convection, which both pulls in new oxygen and gets rid of 

combustion waste products. A candle flame, then, contributes to the mainte

nance of its own existence in several different ways. 

Recursively self-maintenant systems are those that can function to help 

maintain their own property of being self-maintenant (Bickhard 1993). That is, 

they can adopt differing ways of contributing to their persistent existence de

pending on what might be useful in differing conditions. To do so, such shifts in 

self-maintenance processes must be appropriate to environmental shifts. There-
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fore, a recursively self-maintenant system must be sensitive to those shifts in en

vironmental conditions. The candle flame, for example, might expand to find 

new fuel, if it could sense that it was running out of fuel, and if the candle flame 

were recursively self-maintenant in that respect and not just self-maintenant per 

se. 

Environmental Sensitivity

Such environmental sensitivity is a crucial step toward interactive

representation. It is also a source of massive confusion in the standard literature,

with such sensitivity often being considered to constitute representation

(Bickhard 1993; Bickhard & Terveen 1995). The most general form of such 

sensitivity is via interactive differentiation. The basic idea is that, for any 

(sub)system interacting with various environments, some environments will 

yield the same final internal state as certain other environments, while still 

different environments will yield different final internal states. That is, the final 

state that such a system arrives at in interaction with an environment will serve 

to differentiate some possible environments together and to differentiate them 

from others. These differentiations are a kind of categorization into those 

environments yielding final state A (say) from those that yield final state B. But 

it is not a representation of those environments because there is no information 

about what kind of environment it is that will yield A rather than B, only that 

they differ, and that the system is currently in (say) an A-type environment. 

The most powerful form of such differentiations are produced by full in

teractions with an environment, but the basic logic is the same if the weaker ver

sion in which there are no outputs is considered. In such passive differentiations, 

input streams alone suffice to yield differentiating internal final states. In impor

tant cases, such passive differentiations suffice. 

They are of critical importance for another reason: such passive differen

tiations, in the form of perceptual input processing, constitute one of the primary 
seductions into thinking that such differentiations yield full representations. It is 
assumed that the products of visual sensory processing, for example, yield en
codings of the world that reflected the light signals being processed. It is as
sumed that the factual correspondence between system states and environmental 
states that is created by such differentiation constitutes an epistemic correspon
dence in which the system states are somehow representations of those environ
mental states (Bickhard & Terveen 1995; Fodor 1987, 1990a, 1998). There are
myriads of problems with such an assumption (Bickhard 1996b, l997b; Brooks
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1991; Dartnall 1997; Fodor 1990b; Loewer & Rey 1991; Port & van Gelder 

!995; Prem 1995; Shanon 1993). For one example, if such a correspondence ex

ists, then the presumed representation exists, and it is correct, but if the corre

spondence does not exist, then the representation does not exist, and it cannot be 

incon·ect. Accounting for the possibility of representational error on such corre

spondence accounts of representation has proven to be a vexing-! argue an im

possible-problem (Bickhard 1993, 1996b). In any case, the interactive model 

does not depend on such an assumption that factual correspondences, set up by 

differentiations, do anything more than differentiate. In particular, the interactive 

model does not assume that differentiations constitute representations. 

Instead, the model points out that such differentiations, even if not repre

sentational per se, can nevertheless be useful in contributing to the system shift

ing its self-maintenant interactions in ways that are appropriate to those differen

tiations (Bickhard 1980, 1993, 1996b ). The system docs not need to have any 

representation of environments of type A in order to be functionally capable 

(whether innately or via learning) of indicating that, when type A environments 

are encountered, then the system should engage in, or at least can engage in, 

processes of type Q. 
The simplest form of such differentiation dependent shifting is triggering. 

The outcome of a differentiation process simply triggers the initiation of the ap

propriate self-maintenant interactive process. Triggering, however, does not suf

fice in all cases. In particular, when the environment is not sufficiently reliable 

in its responses to the interactions, the self-maintaining contributions may not 

occur. Such unreliability can occur either if the environment itself is too com

plex or stochastic, or if the system isn't engaging in the right differentiations 

(hasn't learned the best differentiations) in order to yield the most reliable trig

gerings. Whatever the source, such unreliability puts a premium on the system 

being able to monitor its interactions to determine if the appropriate conse

quences have in fact occurred. 
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Anticipation 

The solution to unreliability, then, is for the system to anticipate the outcomes of 

its interactions in order to be able to check to see if they occur. These anticipated 

outcomes must be outcomes internal to the system itself. Otherwise we 

encounter the problem of detecting them, perhaps of representing them, and 

representation is what the model is trying to explicate. If the anticipated 

outcomes are internal, they can be functionally checked, and no conceptual 

problem obtains. Pointers, for example, to anticipated internal outcome states 

could support such anticipatory processes (Bickhard & Terveen 1995). 

Interaction Selection 

Conversely, if such anticipations of interaction outcomes are available, they can 

be used in the selection of interactions: select interactions with anticipated 

outcomes that are relevant to current goals.1 If the anticipated outcomes do not 

occur, then do the interaction again, or do something different-or engage in 

learning processes if they are available. Anticipated outcomes, then, permit the 

selection of interaction by the system, and permit feedback to the system about 

the successes or failures of those interactions (Bickhard & Terveen 1995). 

Selected interactions by agents are called actions, and the problem of in

teraction selection is 'just' a general version of the problem of action selection. 

Action selection, then, in complex versions, should occur via indicated antici

pated outcomes. 

Any agent of more than minimal complexity will need to select actions 

and interactions-triggering does not suffice as a general strategy. The general 

action selection problem, therefore, is common to living agents and to artificial 

agents. It is the bridge between representation in natural and in artificial sys

tems.2 

Nevertheless, although the model to this point has functional anticipations 

based on environmental differentiations, and action selections based on func-

1 If the concept of 'goal' needed here were itself necessarily representational, then this would 
be a point of circularity in the model. Representation would be explicated in terms of goal, 
which is itself already representational. Representational goals, however, are not necessary 
here. Something closer to internal conditions for switching suffice. For more extensive discus
sion of this issue, see Bickhard ( 1993) and Bickhard & Terveen (1995). 

2 The relevant literature is voluminous. See, for example, Beer (1990, 1995a, 1995b); Beer, 
Chiel, Sterling (1990); Beer, Gallagher (1992); Bickhard (1996a, 1997a); Brooks ( 1990, 
1991a, 1991b, 199lc); Cherian & Troxell (!995a, 1995b); Clark (1997); Cliff (1991); Maes 
(l990a, l990b, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994); Malcolm, Smithers, Hallam (1989); Malcolm & 

Smithers (1990); Nehmzow & Smithers (1991, 1992); Pfeifer & Verschure (1992a, 1992b). 
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tiona! anticipations, there is as yet no model of representation per se. In particu

lar, there is no account thus far of representational truth value-of being repre

sentationally correct or incorrect. 

system Detectable Truth Value 

The anticipations on which interaction selections are based can be in error. The 

anticipated outcomes may not occur. And such errors can be detected by the 

system itself-by checking if the indicated outcomes obtain. This is a system 

detectable error of anticipation. 

That is, indications that interaction X will yield outcome Y in the current 

environment can be false, and can be detected to be false by the system. We 

have the emergence of system detectable truth value. 

Environmental Predications 
An indication of an interaction and its anticipated outcomes predicates of this 

environment that it-the environment-will yield those outcomes if that 

interaction is engaged in. This is a predication that has emergent truth-value-it 

is true or false. A predication with truth-value constitutes at least a simple form 

of represelltation. 
Such a predication attributes to the environment whatever those properties 

are that would in fact support the indications if the interaction were engaged in. 

These properties are implicit in the predication, not explicit. Representational 

content in this model is implicit, not explicit.3 The predication does not specify 

what any of those properties are, yet it predicates them implicitly. 

What About Objects? 
We can find the simplest interactive representations, representations of potential 

interactions and their anticipated outcomes, in very simple organisms and 

agents. What about more complex kinds· of representations, such as objects, or 

numbers? How can the interactive model account for them? 

The general answer is "Piaget", but making that connection requires a lit

tle contextualizing. The interactive model of representation construes representa

tion as emergent out of action (Bickhard 1993, in press-a, in press-b; Bickhard & 

D. Campbell, forthcoming; Bickhard & R. Campbell 1989). It thereby makes 

contact with the pragmatist tradition (Rosenthal, 1983, 1990), and, in particular, 

3 Implicitness solves and dissolves many problems in epistemology. For some explorations, 
see Bickhard (1993, forthcoming), and Bickhard & Terveen (1995). 
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with Piaget (Piaget 1954). Piaget also modeled representation as emergent out of 

action systems, though the specifics of his model differ from the interactive 

model (Bickhard & Campbell I 989; Campbell & Bickhard I 986). Nevertheless, 

his models of how complex representations can be constructed out of basic ac-

tion systems are available. 

Making this connection requires outlining how interactive representations 

can attain complexity at all, instead of being merely single indications and an

ticipations. The first step is to recognize that indications can be multiple. One 

differentiation can indicate many possible interactions and associated outcomes. 

Second, indications can iterate. If an indicated outcome is obtained, then other 

interactive possibilities may be available. Putting together such branchings and 

iterations, we get the possibility of linking such anticipations into complex webs, 

with each indication connecting to further indications should the focal indication 

be executed and its outcomes attained. 

Some of these web organizations will have the crucial properties of clo

sure and reachability. That is, all of the actions within such a web will yield 

conditions that are still in that web-closure-and every state in such a web can 

be attained or reached from every other state upon completion of appropriate in

termediate interactions-reachability. Still further, some of these closed and 

reachable webs of interactive indications will exhibit the further property of be

ing invariant under classes of other interactions. That is, the webs will not 

change even when various other kinds of interactions are engaged in. 

For example, a child's toy block offers a complex web of possible eye 

scans, manipulations, pushing, chewing, and so on. All such actions will leave 

the possibilities of the block unchanged, and therefore in the web-it is closed. 

All such states are reachable from any other via the appropriate intermediate 

manipulations, rotations, and so on. And the whole web is invariant under all 

such actions, and under still others such as leaving in the toy box, walking into 

the other room (which will introduce having to walk back in order to re-attain 

the immediate interactive possibilities), and so on, but it will not be invariant 

under such interactions as crushing or burning (Bickhard 1980). 

This is a basically Piagetian model of (manipulable) object representation. 
Similarly Piagetian models of abstractions such as numbers are also available 
(Piaget 1954). For current purposes, the key point is that such representations as 
of objects and numbers do not constitute aporia for the interactive model. 
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Representing is Dynamic 

Representation emerges with truth-value, and truth-value emerges in a special 

kind of anticipatory function.4 In this view, representing is an activity, a process 

(Bickhard 1993, in press-a; Bickhard & Terveen 1995; Hooker 1996). 

Representations as entities or states can be derivative from this basic 

anticipatory functional process, but are not foundational themselves.

In general, then, representation is emergent in a particular class of dy

namic systems. Representation is inherently dynamic, and cannot be properly 

understood in a non-dynamic, non-interactive, framework.5 Interactive dynamic 

systems form the proper framework for attempting to understand representation 

and representational phenomena. That is, the study of autonomous agents is the 

proper framework for the study of cognition. 

4 It is important to note that the normativity of representation in this model is derivative from 
the normativity of function-the function of contributing to the maintenance of the 
far-from-equilibrium conditions that maintain the system. This paper has not focused on func
tion per se, and it might appear that simple mechanical systems-not dissipative systems
could realize the interactive model as outlined. That is correct, except that all representational 
normativity would be lost. No mechanical system has any intrinsic normativity about true rep
resentation as distinct from false representation. It is the asymmetry between continued 
far-from-equilibrium existence and the terminal "relaxation" into equilibrium that yields that 
basic normative emergence. For further discussion, and alternative models of function, see 
Bickhard (1993); Christensen (1996); Christensen, Collier, Hooker (in preparation); Cum
mins, (1975); Godfrey-Smith (1994); Millikan (1984, 1993). 

5 The arguments for this negative point are vast in scope and cannot be surveyed here. The 
difficulty in accounting for error that was mentioned earlier is just one of a multifarious array 
of such problems for non-interactive models. See Bickhard (1980, 1993, 1996b, in press-a, in 
press-b), Bickhard & Terveen (1995). 
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